
20th January 2023 

Welcome back to the first newsletter of 2023.  Sycamore class have been lucky enough to use the DJ facilities and 
staff at Greys Education Centre to make their own music.  Primary classes having been exploring and researching 
WW2, their Creative Curriculum topic this term.  A big thank you to UK Plumbing Supplies Bedford branch, Plumb 
City for their generous donation.  Further details in this newsletter.   

Sycamore 

Sycamore class have been attending DJ’ing lessons to enhance their 
music curriculum and they have been working towards a music 
qualification. The children have worked with the instructor Marc, and 
have learnt how to set up and use DJ’ing equipment and how to 
compose their own pieces of music.  
 
Kirsty:  I have enjoyed going to DJ’ing at Grey’s and learning how to 
mimic sounds using the different equipment.  
Kieran: I really enjoyed going DJ’ing because I have learnt how to set 
up the equipment and how to do the technique ‘baby-scratch’.  
Abiah:   I enjoyed DJ’ing because I get used to going to a new place 
and learning how to make new pieces of music. I find it very fun! 
Rebecca:  I enjoy going DJ’ing each week because I get to explore a 
wide range of new music and sounds. I have also re created my 
favourite song whilst going there.  
Ethan:  I enjoyed going DJ’ing over the past 12 weeks because I have 
gained a music qualification and it was great fun to learn a new skill.  
Dawid:  I enjoying doing music workshops with Marc because I enjoyed 
using the different equipment and learning how to set it up correctly.  
Callum: When I went DJ’ing, I was proud of myself because I passed my 
qualification and this is a 
qualification that I can use to 
help me get into College. I 
worked very hard on this 
course and learnt lots of new 
things.  
Josiah:  I enjoyed working 

with Marc because he was a kind person, who took his time to go 
through new skills with me. I enjoyed making new music and learning 
how to use the equipment.  
Anna:  I enjoy going DJ’ing because we get to take the minibus there 
and back. I have learnt lots of new skills and have enjoyed working with 
the class.  

Oak 

This term we are learning about World War 2. Oak class 
were lucky enough to take a trip with Primary to Bletchley 
Park, home of the WW2 codebreakers! We got to try on 
some historical outfits; closely inspect and handle 
artefacts; had an amazing guided tour of the impressive 
mansion house, as well as the historically recreated 
scenes in the codebreaking huts. We also went to an on-
site exhibition about the ‘Bombe’ machine, which was key 
in cracking the German code. We had a wonderful day 
out and found it all so interesting. 
 
Amelia: It was fantastic. We walked round house and we 
saw the codebreakers. 
Cody: I saw some codes. The house was cool. 
Kajetan: We ate together in a hall. 
Levi: I loved all it! The old motorcycle was my favourite. 
Samuel: I did Morse code and I loved pressing it to make 
the sound. 
Seth: I loved hearing the old radio. 
Stefano: I liked looking at everything, especially the 
Enigma. 
Steven: I loved dressing up as a war officer and I liked 

looking around at all the stuff. The giant big house was turned into a museum.  



Grange Academy has been chosen by 
UK Plumbing Supplies Bedford branch, 
Plumb City to receive a generous share 
of over £4,000 raised across their central 
region for much needed school 
equipment. 
Working in partnership with Valient 
Group both companies generously 
donated £10 for every Glow Worm boiler 
sold last summer to build their charity 
pot. 
 
Grange pupils were delighted to 
receive a range of sports equipment 
including footballs, basketballs, team 
bibs, pumps and scooters with safety 
gear from Glow Worm’s Niall and Plumb 
City’s Zara this week.  
 
Sports co-ordinator Paul Kilcoyne 
commented: “Sports activities and 
exercise of all types are so important for 
our pupils who have a wide range of 
additional learning needs. 
 
“This great new equipment and kit will 
help every pupil engage with sports that 
are both new and familiar to them. We 
are incredibly grateful to Glow Worm 
and Plumb City for choosing our school.” 

Sports Equipment Donation 

Each week we have a Hazel reward shop.  The pupils collect pounds for their jars for following the Grange values 
and classroom rules.  They can spend their money or bank it to go towards a bigger reward at the end of each half 
term. 
 
Harry: I like the selection of toys in the reward shop. To get my pounds in my jar, I must be kind and be respectful to 
adults and other pupils in the class. 
Bradley:  The reward shop is where you earn pound coins. You earn them from being well behaved. If a teacher 
gives you a pound you can spend it in the reward shop or save up for a bigger treat, like a trip out of school or 
something like that. 
Ashantey:  I got a lolly from the reward shop last week. I must be good and be respectful to my teachers to get 
points in my jar. 
Ray: The reward encourages people to be good to get coins. My favourite treat so far was the bubble wand I got 
last week. 
Jake: We have the reward shop so that we get something nice when we follow the school rules and values. 
Reece: I like the reward shop because I can get some snacks. I like to see the pounds in my jar so that I can save 
up for bigger treats. 
Lucas: We get some money to buy treats and sweets. We must try and be nice to each other to get our pounds. 
John-Paul: The shop is for when we are being good, we get to spend our coins in the shop to get toys or sweets. We 
can bank our coins to save up for bigger treats. The teachers can never take away the coins we have earned. 
Kalen: I like the reward shop, we get pounds in our jar for working hard and behaving in class. My favourite rewards 
are the sweets and treats. 
Rodney:   I like the sweets in the reward shop. Doing good work and listening to teachers in class will get me an 
extra pound. 
Baron:   The reward shop is fun. You can get treats. To get money in my jar I must do good work and be kind to 
others. I must stay in all of my lessons. 

Hazel 



Acer 

Acer Class went to Bletchley Park to learn all about the code breakers. We saw 
lots of different Enigma machines and looked inside the mansion. We learnt about 
how the people working at Bletchley Park helped to solve the codes. We got to 
weigh old sweets, dress up in World War 2 clothes and solve Morse code puzzles. 
We had a great time! 
 
Aaron: I went to the garages. I saw a World War 2 car. I dressed up like a 
messenger.  
Max: I saw Enigma machines. I saw small ones and big ones. I pushed the letters 
on it and a different letter lit up. It helps to solve the code.  
Alex: I liked everything at Bletchley Park. I saw Alan Turing’s teddy bear.  
Connor: We saw a bunch of motorcycles. They were reminders about people 
used to drive them to support the world 
war. I saw an ambulance used in World 

War 2. I had a good time.  
Emmanuel: We got to learn about the code breakers. They had to crack to 
code from the German letters. They used the Enigma machine. We watched 
a short film about code breaking. I got to see a big Enigma machine. We 
saw the office of the boss of Bletchley Park and we ate lunch. It was fun! 
Josh:  I saw the waterfall. I went with the teachers. It was good.  
Hamza:  
Harry:  

Elm 

Our World War 2 topic got off to a very exciting start. We have learned that a timeline can 
help us to put things in chronological order. Before we left for Bletchley Park, we knew that 
Hitler had invaded Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Poland. At Bletchley Park we learned 
more about the code crackers, we even had a go at cracking our own codes! We 
weighed out sweets and tried on World War 2 clothing! 
 
Kaiden: The trip was amazing! It was so good in Bletchley Park. Me and friends went on 
the Enigma machine, it typed words in, and I like the big hall that would be good for 
dance with Miss Williams. I liked trying on the gas mask and wearing the clothes. 
Hannah: I like dressing up and looking around the dance room, in the room they do 
dance, and I like the statue of the code cracker. It was made from stone. 
Tyrese: I like the going in the big house and liked having lunch but there was a spider in 
the room. I wore a helmet. 
Justine: The hall where everyone danced was nice. The lunch hall looked very different 
because it was in a little house. I looked inside the museums and I saw someone’s teddy 
bear. I cracked a code. 
Ruby: I liked the old-fashioned telephone and I wish I had one. I liked the statue of Alan 
Turing. He helped break the codes. He was a code breaker! 
Ryan: We were driving together in the bus. We were having fun, Oliver, and me. I 

measured the sweets with the counters that you do with grams. The sweets were 15. We said goodbye to our 
teacher and went back to the bus. Then they were driving back to the school. 
Oliver: So, I was wondering what was in the library books and I just tried to do some Morse code. 
Saya: We did the coding. We ate lunch. We went to a workshop, we had sweets for the counters. I was a pilot. 



Monday 23rd January - 9.30-11.30am 
Coffee Morning 
We will have Laura O'Brian, Advanced Pracitioner for Short Breaks Team, and 
Christian Weatherley, Principal Social Worker, coming to talk about their role 
and Short Breaks.  Please come and join us to meet Laura and Christian and 
ask any questions you may have. 
  

Please come and join us for a cuppa and a cake, no need to book, at Project 229, Kempston Road, Bedford. 

NSPCC Number Day 27th January 2023 

Internet Safety Day Tuesday 7th February 2023 

Half Term 13—17th February 2023 

Pupils Return to School Monday 20th February 2023 

Diary Dates 

Bedford Borough Council are running Triple P discussion groups this spring term to help 
and empower parents develop skills, strategies and confidence to handle any 
parenting situation.  Go to the school web site link here https://grange.beds.sch.uk/
communication to see full details. You can book on to any FREE group or course via 
triplep@bedford.gov.uk 

Other Notices 

DVD and Book Donations 

As part of BILTT’s commitment to charity work (both nationally and 
internationally), and the amazing work we started with our partner schools in 
Ghana previously, we are joining forces across BILTT this term to ask our families 
to donate any unwanted DVDs and books suitable for nursery to secondary 
aged pupils for two schools in Nigeria. Bezai Nursery and Primary School (shown 
in our picture ) and Arigbajo High School will benefit from any donations you 
can give. We are looking for: 
 
•Good condition DVDs up to 15 certificate 
•Good condition books suitable for nursey to secondary aged pupils  
 
Please send in your donations to your school Office marked Nigeria 
Fundraising.  Thank you for your assistance to support underprivileged pupils 
and teaching colleagues in Africa.  

Candles for Ukraine 

Do you have leftover Christmas candles?  The Rotary Club of Sandy is 
collecting used and unused Christmas candles. 
 
With the help of our charity partners, the candles will be transported to Ukraine 
this winter.  Once there, the candles will provide light and heat during the 
frequent power cuts.  Part used candles are also welcome as volunteers are 
melting them down to make new ones. Are you able to help? And tell your 
friends and family about it?  Thank you for supporting families living through a 
freezing winter in Ukraine  
 
Grange Academy are collecting on behalf of The Rotary Club of Sandy. 
Please send them into school by Friday 10th February 2023 

Want to talk about it? Making space for conversations about life online. 
Safer Internet Day will take place on the 7th of February 2023, in the UK we are putting 
children and young peoples voices at the heart of day and encouraging them to shape 
the online safety support that they receive.   
Across BILTT we will be asking parents, carers, teachers, and policy makers: 
 

• What issues really matter to children and young people? 
• What changes do they want to see? 
• How we can all work together to advocate for them moving forward? 
 
Nearer the date I will be sending out a Padlet link, on this interactive noticeboard you will be able to see the 
activities taking place at each school, read leaflets about staying safe online, watch videos and much more. With 
your help and involvement Safer Internet Day 2023 can be a catalyst for conversations that shape how we, as a 
Trust, talk about and respond to online issues, not just for one day, but throughout the whole year. 
Thank you in advance for your support.   
Claudine Rowley, BILTT Digital Lead.  

Internet Safety Day 

mailto:triplep@bedford.gov.uk

